
The Work of Jon Roberts

You can find a large 
selection of artwork samples 
by Jon on his blog 
“Fantastic Maps”. Check it 
out.

Mapping Guide: Jon Roberts' Dungeon Style 

Introduction
Welcome to the June issue of the 
Cartographer's Annual 2011. 
As promised this month we will 
descend into the depths of 
fantastic dungeons again – and 
we will do it in Jon Roberts' 
gorgeous drawing style. 
This is a full, self-contained style 
so you don't need Dungeon 
Designer 3 to use it, although it 
would be helpful for the room 
and corridor tools of course.
Due to the limitations of the 
Annual format, the selection of symbols is not as large as in a DD3 style, but it 
should be sufficient for a large variety of floorplans and dungeons.

Creating a Jon Roberts Style Floorplan
As the creation of dungeon maps has been covered in a variety of tutorials 
and mapping guides, I will focus here on creating a building floorplan with the 
Jon Roberts style. This will allow me to also show how to create some outdoor 
terrain. 

Starting a New Map

Start out as usual, using the New  drawing 
wizard. Choose the map type Dungeons, map style 
Annual Jon Roberts and the option Decide your 
own setting. The style is available in both imperial 
and metric versions, so choose the one that 
matches your setting. Click Next.

Set the size of the map to something like 200' by 
160' (the default size will create too large an area). 
Add the map title to the Upper Right corner of the 
map, and type in the title to use. If you want, you 
can also add a compass rose, scale bar and a 
copyright notice at this point. Click Next.

Let us change the map background to something 
more appropriate for an outside area. Choose 
Grass_dry CA54 from the available fill styles. You 
can also add a 5' (or whatever) grid overlay at this 
point, for example if you want to use the floorplan 
as a battle map. Click Finish and save the map.
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Parallel Tracks

There is a neat trick to make 
wagon tracks as neat 
parallel lines. 

Just draw one side of the 
tracks with the drawing 
tool, then use KEEP on the 
path to set the current 
settings to those of the 
track.

Now use Draw > Offset... > 
Offset one to create the 
second track from the first. 

Additional Sheets

Blending textures into each 
other works best by using 
the Edge Fade Inner sheet 
effect, but that means that 
you need a sheet for each 
texture.

Just create a new OUTSIDE 
WHATEVER sheet and put it 
just below the original 
OUTSIDE sheet in the list. If 
you select it as current, any 
terrain drawing tools will 
automatically draw on this 
sheet.

As a final step for preparing the map I move 
the map title and cartouches around and 
scale as necessary, because the template 
wizard can't be quite as precise with the 
placement as I like.
On the right you can see how my map 
looks at this point. 

Building Outline
As the most important part of our map is 
the actual floorplan, let's draw the building's 
outline first.

Click the Add Room 
button and set the floor 
and wall fills to the 
texture you want. I will 
use the Floor_wood and 
Wall_stone_grey bitmap 
fills for a stone building 

with wooden floorboards. I also add a 
second building – the barn – with a dirt floor 
and wooden walls. 

Outside
My next step is to draw the surroundings of the building. Having named it 
"The Crossroads Inn" we need a crossroad of course! Use the Terrain and Path 
drawing tools to draw the roads. I used a 
medium dirt texture for the actual road and 
outlined it with a darker shade of the grass 
background. It can be useful to create 
additional sheets, if you have different 
textures overlaying each other.
The roads look a lot better if they show 
some cart tracks. Use one of the Path Cart  
Tracks tools to add these.

Click the Skirmish  catalog button to load 
the Vegetation catalog and add some trees 
and bushes to the map. Note that I created 
an extra sheet for the trees (named SYMBOLS TREES) because I want them to 
cast a different shadow from the other symbols.

Interior
Now zoom into the actual building area. Use 
the Wall  drawing tools to add interior 
subdivisions to the house and the barn. 

The click the Wall Features  catalog button 
and add doors and windows where 
appropriate. They will automatically cut 
matching breaks into the walls.
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Now load the Furniture  catalog and start 
adding chairs, tables, beds, cupboards, etc. 
Continue with Containers and Treasure  
catalog, Up and Down  catalog and so on 
to fill in the details of the floorplan.
Switch symbol sheets as necessary during 
placement of the interior features. Most 
furniture and containers should go on the 
default SYMBOLS sheet, but trapdoors and stairs are better placed on the 
SYMBOLS FLAT sheet as they don't cast a shadow. As always, you can create 
additional sheets as you need them.

Text Labels
The map now needs some text labels to 
name its features. I added short descriptors 
for the inn's rooms, labels for the roads and 
a few other features. I also labeled the scale 
bar.
The June issue comes with a new true type 
font (Quasimodo) that the template uses, 
but of course you can change that to any 
other font installed on your system.

Sheet Effects
Finally we need to enable sheet effects for the map to achieve its full potential. 
The style's default effect setting does not include a Wall Shadow effect on its 
walls, because the resulting 3D effect might clash with the rest of the style's 
aesthetic in some people's eyes. If you want to check whether you prefer it 
otherwise, from the Sheets and Effects dialog load the Dungeon Jon Robert  
Wall Shadow effect setting.

No Wall Shadow effect. With Wall Shadow effect.
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The Final Map
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